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Sabine Swimming Pool Operation Guidelines – 2015 
 

Manager Duties: 
 
1. The swimming pool manager (the Manager) shall maintain the appropriate state 

licensing/certification to manage a public pool in the State of Texas.  Training for such 
licensure/certification may (at the discretion of the District) be funded by the District. 

 
2. The Manager shall be on duty at all times that the pool is open for normal operating hours and 

during scheduled parties. 
 
3. The Manager shall be responsible for completing daily reports to document the number of 

swimmers, party reservations, and swimming lesson registrations. (Forms will be provided by the 
Business Office.) 

 
4. The Manager shall prepare deposits of all receipts and submit those deposits in a sealed bank bag 

to the Business Office on a daily basis (or as otherwise instructed by the Business Office.) 
 
5. The Manager shall ensure that lifeguards work only their designated shift, and that no more than 

the required number of lifeguards are on duty at any one time.  The Manager shall schedule 
lifeguards to cover normal pool operating hours, swimming lessons, and parties, in such a way that 
no lifeguard exceeds 40 hours in any one week (the week for pay purposes begins on Sunday and 
ends on Saturday). 

 
6. The Manager shall ensure that the pool is operated in accordance with the guidelines as presented 

in the Commercial Pool Operator’s training, including, but not limited to, the proper use of 
chemicals, the number of occupants for the pool size, and the number of lifeguards on duty.  Pool 
chemical administration shall NOT be delegated to lifeguard staff. 

 
7. The Manager shall submit lifeguard timecards to the payroll office no later than 10:00 a.m. on 

Tuesday morning of each week.   
 
Lifeguard Guidelines: 
 
1. Lifeguards shall not be permitted to work over 40 hours in any one week. 
 
2. Returning (experienced) lifeguards shall be compensated at the rate of $7.75 per hour for all 

duties, whether normal pool operations, swimming lessons, or private parties.  New lifeguards shall 
be compensated at the rate of $7.25 per hour. 

 
3. Lifeguards shall not report to duty or clock in more than 15 minutes prior to the start of their 

scheduled shift. 
 
4. Lifeguard schedules are subject to change based on pool occupancy.  In the event more lifeguards 

are scheduled than are necessary based on occupancy, the Manager shall dismiss the excess staff 
for the remainder of the shift.  Determining which lifeguard(s) to dismiss shall be the Manager’s 
responsibility. 
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5. It is the lifeguard’s responsibility to clock in on a timely basis.  Failure to properly report to duty and 
document work through proper clock-in shall be the basis for disciplinary action, including 
termination.  Any discrepancies in clock-in or clock-out times shall be initialed by the Manager and 
an explanation written on the back of the card. 

 
Private Parties: 
 
1. The pool may be reserved for private parties (normally 2 hours in length) for a fee of $110 (which 

includes one lifeguard) and $55 for each additional hour.   
 
2. If more guests attend than reflected in the contract, resulting in the need for additional lifeguards, it 

is the responsibility of the Manager to advise the user that 1) additional fees are due so that 
another lifeguard may be brought in or 2) that the excess guests will NOT be permitted to enter the 
pool. 

 
3. Pool rental fees apply to ALL individuals wishing to reserve the pool.  There are no exceptions for 

school employees or any other individuals.  At the discretion of the Superintendent, the fee may be 
waived for student groups (from Sabine ISD) wishing to use the pool. 

 
4. The lifeguard on duty shall clear the pool 15 minutes prior to the end of the 2-hour reservation time 

so that all equipment and debris from the party may be removed by the end of the 2-hour 
reservation.  Holdovers are strictly prohibited. 

 
Concessions: 
 
Sabine ISD will not provide concessions.  Pool guests may bring their own coolers and snacks under 
the following guidelines: 
 
1. There shall be NO glass permitted in the pool area. 
 
2. There shall be NO alcoholic beverages permitted. 
 
3. Guests are responsible for removing all debris from items they bring into the pool area.  Guests 

who fail to do so may be prohibited from bringing their own coolers and snacks.   


